Narrow linewidth two-color polarization spectroscopy due to the atomic coherence effect in a ladder-type atomic system
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An experimental investigation of two-color polarization spectroscopy (TCPS) is presented based on the cesium $6S_{1/2} - 6P_{3/2} - 8S_{1/2}$ ($852.3$ nm + $794.6$ nm) ladder-type system in a room-temperature vapor cell. The dependency of line shapes of TCPS on the power of a $852.3$ nm pump and a $794.6$ nm probe laser is measured in detail, and we confirm that the linewidth of TCPS in a counter-propagating configuration between the pump and probe laser beams is obviously narrower than that of a co-propagating configuration, due to the atomic coherence effect. It is helpful for laser stabilization of the excited state transition using TCPS without frequency modulation.
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Excited state spectroscopy has been widely used in many applications, such as high-resolution spectroscopy, measurement of hyperfine structure constants of atoms, detection of Rydberg states, frequency stabilization, diamond-level four-wave mixing, and two-color laser cooling/trapping of neutral atoms. A sophisticated technique for obtaining an excited state spectrum is the optical-optical double resonance (OODR) spectrum, but sometimes its spectral signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low in a large spontaneous emission rate atomic system due to difficulty in populating atoms into the intermediate excited state from the ground state. In 2004, the double-resonance optical pumping (DROP) technique was first demonstrated in a ladder-type atomic system, which dramatically improved the spectral SNR between the excited states transition. Its key idea is to detect the population change of the ground state from a stepwise two-photon optical pumping process. When the DROP and OODR spectra as references are applied to the laser frequency stabilization, an extra frequency modulation signal is often imposed on the laser to obtain a frequency discriminating signal. Fortunately, a two-color polarization spectroscopy (TCPS) method for obtaining the Doppler-free excited state spectrum was reported by Carr et al. in experiment and Noh in theory based on the cesium (Cs) atom $6S_{1/2} - 6P_{3/2} - 7S_{1/2}$ ladder-type system, and we have applied the TCPS to the laser frequency offset locking by marrying the modulation sideband with a fiber-pigtailed waveguide-type electro-optical phase modulator. Kulatunga et al. also experimentally investigated the dependency of the TCPS on the frequency detuning of a pump laser in the $^{87}$Rb atoms $5S_{1/2} - 5P_{3/2} - 5D_{5/2}$ ladder-type system. The TCPS provides a dispersive signal for the laser frequency stabilization of an excited-to-excited state transition without frequency modulation as in traditional polarization spectroscopy, which can further improve the frequency stabilization of the laser.

In this Letter, we experimentally investigate the TCPS based on the $^{133}$Cs $6S_{1/2} - 6P_{3/2} - 8S_{1/2}$ ladder-type atomic system. Different from the previous work on the TCPS, which is only experimentally demonstrated in the counterpropagating (CTP) configuration between the pump and probe beams, here we also realize the TCPS in the co-propagating (CP) configuration. We further discover the influence of the electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) atomic coherence on the linewidth of the TCPS by comparing the evolution of the TCPS line shapes for the CTP and CP configurations in the case of different pump and probe light powers.

The relevant energy levels of Cs atoms are shown in Fig. 1: the natural linewidths of excited states $6P_{3/2}$ and $8S_{1/2}$ are $5.2$ MHz and $2.2$ MHz, respectively. The frequency of the circularly polarized $852.3$ nm pump laser is tuned to the $6S_{1/2} F = 4 - 6P_{3/2} F' = 5$ transition, and the pump beam passes through a room-temperature Cs vapor cell, so some atoms in the ground state $6S_{1/2} F = 4$ are unevenly populated on the $6P_{3/2} F' = 5$ Zeeman sublevels, inducing an anisotropy in the atomic medium. The frequency of the linearly polarized $794.6$ nm probe laser is scanned over the excited state $6P_{3/2} F' = 5 - 8S_{1/2} F'' = 4$ transition. The probe laser can be seen as the combination of $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ circularly polarized components. From Fig. 1, we can see that the $\sigma^-$ component is more preferentially absorbed by the anisotropy atomic medium than $\sigma^+$; furthermore, the propagation speed of the two components in the medium is also different, so these factors result in a change in polarization of the probe after leaving the Cs vapor cell. Then, using a half-wave plate and a...
polarizing beam splitting cube (PBS), the probe field is resolved into the two orthogonal linear components, which are detected by a balanced detector to obtain a dispersive signal as a so-called TCPS. Generally, the 852.3 nm pump laser is resonant on one of the hyperfine transitions between the ground state \(6S_{1/2}\) and the intermediate state \(6P_{3/2}\), so its frequency detuning \(\Delta_1 = 0\). This TCPS signal is proportional to the dispersion described by:

\[
\Delta n = \Delta \alpha_0 \frac{2c}{\omega_0 \Gamma_3} \frac{\Delta_2}{1 + (2\Delta_2/\Gamma_3)^2},
\]

where \(\Delta n\) is the difference of the refractive indices and \(\Delta \alpha_0\) is the maximum difference of the absorption coefficient for the \(\sigma^+\) and \(\sigma^-\) components, \(\Delta_2\) is the frequency detuning of the probe laser, \(c\) is the speed of light in vacuum, \(\Gamma_3 = 2.2\) MHz is the natural linewidth of the \(8S_{1/2}\) state, and \(\omega_0\) is the central frequency of \(6P_{3/2} F' = 5 - 8S_{1/2} F'' = 4\) transition. \(\Delta n\) is a function of the frequency detuning \(\Delta_2\) of the 794.6 nm probe laser, and its line shape is a dispersion-like signal—the TCPS.

The schematic of the experimental setup for the TCPS is shown in Fig. 2. The 852.3 nm pump and the 794.6 nm probe laser beams are derived from the two separate external cavity diode lasers in a Littrow configuration, and their linewidth is estimated to be \(<1\) MHz. The frequency of the pump laser is locked on the \(6S_{1/2} F = 4 - 6P_{3/2} F' = 5\) transition using the saturated absorption spectroscopy from the detector PD1, while the probe laser is scanned over the \(6P_{3/2} - 8S_{1/2}\) transition. The pump and probe beams have a \(1/e^2\) diameter \(~1.6\) mm and \(~1.2\) mm, respectively. The two beams are overlapped in the Cs cell 2 (25 mm in diameter, 50 mm in length) via dichroic filters (DFs) in the CTP or CP configuration by blocking beam1 or beam2 from the 852.3 nm laser. The TCPS is obtained in the balanced detector PD2. The frequency axis of the TCPS is calibrated by a confocal Fabrey–Perot cavity with a finesse of \(~200\) and a free spectral range of \(~750\) MHz not shown in Fig. 2. The TCPS is used as a frequency discriminating signal that is fed back to the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) port of the 794.6 nm laser by a proportional-integral-differential (PID) module for frequency locking.

Figure 3 is a typical TCPS signal corresponding to the excited state \(6P_{3/2} F' = 5 - 8S_{1/2} F'' = 4\) hyperfine transition for the CP configuration; \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) are the respective signals from one photodiode of the balanced detector PD2. In order to facilitate the subsequent discussion, the magnitude, linewidth, and slope of the TCPS line shape are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the development of the magnitude, linewidth, and slope of the TCPS as functions of the 852.3 nm pump power at the fixed 794.6 nm probe power \(~0.20\) mW for the CP and CTP configurations. As the pump power is...
increased, the magnitude of the TCPS rapidly increases when the pump power <~1.0 mW, and then reaches a saturation level. From Fig. 4(a), it is clearly seen that the magnitude of the TCPS for the CTP configuration is about three times as big as that for the CP configuration. The linewidth of the TCPS also increases with the increasing pump power, but the linewidth of the TCPS for the CTP configuration is obviously narrower than that for the CP configuration, as shown in Fig. 4(b). When the power of the pump laser is changed from ~0.05 mW to ~5.5 mW, the linewidth of the TCPS is only increased from ~5.8 MHz to ~27.2 MHz for the CTP configuration, while it is increased from ~9.3 MHz to 66.2 MHz for the CP configuration. This is mainly because there exists an atomic coherence effect such as EIT (here, the 852.3 nm laser working on the lower transition, the 794.6 nm laser operating on the upper transition, and the term of TCPS indicated by Fig. 1) only for the CTP configuration in a ladder-type atomic system, as indicated by Fig. 5, which suppresses the linewidth of the TCPS. Specifically, in a ladder-type EIT atomic system, the complex susceptibility using standard semiclassical methods under the weak 852.3 nm probe laser approximation is \( \chi = \chi' + i\chi'' \), and the real part \( \chi' \) and imaginary part \( \chi'' \) are related to the dispersion and absorption of the atomic medium, respectively, as follows:

\[
\chi(v) dv = \frac{\Delta_1 g_{21}^2/\hbar}{\tau_{12} - i\omega_1 - \frac{\omega_2^2/\hbar}{2}} \frac{N(v) dv}{\sqrt{\pi}x} e^{-v^2/x^2} N(v) dv,
\]

Here, \( \omega_{21} \) is the frequency of Cs 6S\(_{1/2}\) F\(_{4} = 5\) – 6P\(_{3/2}\) F\(_{5} = 5\) transition, \( \omega_1 \) is the frequency of the 852.3 nm laser, and so its frequency detuning \( \Delta_1 = \omega_1 - \omega_{21} \). Similarly, \( \omega_{32} \) is the frequency of the 6P\(_{3/2}\) F\(_{5} = 5\) – 8S\(_{1/2}\) F\(_{7} = 5\) transition, \( \omega_2 \) is the frequency of the 794.6 nm laser, and \( \Delta_2 = \omega_2 - \omega_{32} \). \( g_{21} \) is the dipole moment matrix element for the 6S\(_{1/2}\) F\(_{4} = 4\) – 6P\(_{3/2}\) F\(_{5} = 5\) transition, and \( \Omega_2 \) is the Rabi frequency of the 794.6 nm laser. If collisional dephasing is negligible, the decay rates are given by \( \gamma_{ij} = (\Gamma_i + \Gamma_j)/2 \), where \( \Gamma_{ij} \) is the natural decay rate of level \( i(j) \). \( N \) is the density of Cs atoms in the vapor cell, \( v \) is the speed of Cs atoms, \( u \) is the most probable velocity, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the temperature, and \( m \) is the mass of a Cs atom.

In Eq. (2), the term \(-i(\omega_1 + \omega_2)v/c\) corresponds to the CP configuration, while the term \(-i(\omega_1 - \omega_2)v/c\) corresponds to the CTP configuration. According to
Eq. (2), the calculated transmittance spectra of the 852.3 nm laser field for the EIT in the TCPS scanning mode (the frequency of the 852.3 nm laser is locked, while the 794.6 nm laser is scanned) are shown in Fig. 5. For the CTP configuration, an obvious EIT peak without the Doppler background can be obtained due to the two-photon coherence; however, for the CP configuration, almost no signal is observed in a flat spectral background\( ^{20} \).

To further clarify the influence of the atomic coherence EIT component on the linewidth of the TCPS in the experiment, the power of the 852.3 nm and 794.6 nm lasers is set to \( \sim 0.23 \) mW in the Cs vapor cell 2, the 852.3 nm laser beam is set as a circularly polarized light, and the 794.6 nm laser beam is a linearly polarized light. In the same experimental conditions, the TCPS (the 794.6 nm laser as the probe field is detected by PD2 in Fig. 2) and EIT/DROP (the beam1 or beam2 from the 852.3 nm laser is the probe field, and its corresponding PD is not shown in Fig. 2) are simultaneously recorded for the CTP and CP configurations, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6. The DROP spectrum is based on a two-photon optical pumping process in a five energy-level atomic model, it exists in the CTP and CP configurations\( ^{22} \), but the EIT effect merely exists in the CTP configuration in a ladder-type atomic system\( ^{19}–^{21} \), as indicated by Fig. 5, which is an atomic coherence process. So for the CTP experimental configuration, the DROP and EIT effects all make contributions to the transmission spectrum of the 852.3 laser field with the linewidth \( \sim 9.0 \) MHz. Especially for the weak 852.3 nm laser field, the DROP contribution will be largely reduced, and the transmission spectra will have a highly pure EIT peak with a more narrow spectral linewidth, as seen in Fig. 5. However, for the CP experimental configuration, the transmission spectrum of the 852.3 laser field with the linewidth \( \sim 22.1 \) MHz mainly stems from the contribution of the DROP component because the DROP effect is not an atomic coherence process; thus, the spectral linewidth is obviously broad in comparison with the DROP/EIT spectrum of the CTP configuration. We know that the major differences between the DROP/EIT and TCPS techniques are their detection means. The DROP/EIT spectrum is a direct detection of the 852.3 nm laser beam, and the TCPS spectrum is a differential detection of the 794.6 nm laser beam, as shown in Fig. 2, but they all correspond to the same hyperfine transition line between the excited states \( 6P_{3/2} F' = 5 \rightarrow 8S_{1/2} F'' = 4 \). For the Cs atoms in vapor cell 2, they feel the same laser fields for the DROP/EIT and the TCPS spectra. So different detection means only result in different spectral line shapes (a dispersion-like signal for the TCPS, a peak signal for the DROP/EIT), and do not change the interaction between the Cs atoms and the two laser fields. Thus, the TCPS and DROP/EIT have an approximately equivalent spectral linewidth for the CTP or CP configuration, as shown in Fig. 6. So it is confirmed that the linewidth of the TCPS for the CTP configuration is narrower than that for the CP configuration, mainly due to the EIT atomic coherence effect.

The above changes in magnitude and linewidth of the TCPS in Fig. 4 lead to the fact that the slope (that is, the ratio of the magnitude to linewidth of the TCPS) of the TCPS presents an earlier increase and later decrease trend for the CTP and CP configurations, as seen in Fig. 4(c). In addition, the slope of the TCPS for the CTP configuration is near one order higher than that for the CP configuration at the pump power \( \sim 1.0 \) mW, which is greatly helpful for the frequency stabilization of 794.6 nm probe laser.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the line shapes of the TCPS with the power of the 794.6 nm probe beam at the fixed 852.3 nm pump power \( \sim 0.20 \) mW. Different from Fig. 4(a), the magnitude of the TCPS is increasing monotonously for the growing power of the probe laser. With the increase of probe power, the linewidth of the TCPS grows very slowly in comparison with the experimental results for the changing pump power, as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 7(b). This significant difference results from the following reasons: for a ladder-type atomic
The linewidth of the TCPS lead to a monotonous rise of the slope of the TCPS with the increasing power of 794.6 nm probe field, as shown in Fig. 7(c).

In conclusion, we present an investigation of the TCPS based on the Cs $6S_{1/2} - 6P_{3/2} - 8S_{1/2}$ (852.3 nm + 794.6 nm) atomic system in a room-temperature vapor cell. The evolution of the TCPS line shapes with increasing power of the pump and probe beams is measured, and is compared between the CP and CTP configurations. The experimental results and theoretical analysis have proved that the ladder-type EIT atomic coherence effect suppresses the linewidth of atomic excited spectra for the CTP configuration, which results in the linewidth of the TCPS for the CTP configuration evidently narrower than that for the CP configuration. A TCPS with spectral linewidth $\sim 4.2$ MHz in the CTP configuration is obtained in the experiment, which is near the natural linewidth $(\Gamma_2 + \Gamma_3)/2 = (5.2 + 2.2)/2 = 3.7$ MHz of the $6P_{3/2} F' = 5 - 8S_{1/2} F'' = 4$ transition. Finally, an optimized TCPS as the error signal at the pump power $\sim 1.0$ mW is fed back into the PZT port of the 794.6 nm laser by a PID module for frequency stabilization without frequency modulation, and the residual frequency fluctuation after locking on is estimated at $\sim 0.9$ MHz within 400 s. This technique of locking frequency can be applied to the two-color (852.3 nm + 794.6 nm) magneto-optical trap experiment in future$^{22}$.
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